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ABSTRACT

A national exam is a standardized evaluation system of primary and secondary national education by the Educational Assessment Center. With the existence of the national exam, every school should provide extra lessons so that every student will be able to achieve the standard of national grades. The problem of every school, including the Senior High School 5 Cimahi, is that learning can only be done in the school physical area. With the development of information technology in education, there is a solution for this problem to help the effectiveness of learning. Students can learn anywhere and anytime. With the Web-Based Information System For National Examination Preparation at Senior High School 5 Cimahi, a web application help to collect data and disseminate information related with grades and learning achievement at Senior High School 5 Cimahi. This information system provides accurated, controlled and accounted of data information about student, teacher, class, course, timetable, grades and learning.
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